Aptify 6.0 Product Knowledge

Welcome to Aptify Product Knowledge!

The home for Aptify product documentation and other resources that will help you get the most out of your Aptify experience. For more information about this knowledge base, including using the Aptify Product Knowledge wiki and a listing of all the changes made to this wiki space, see About this Wiki.

Aptify Training Classes

See the Aptify Online Community Training page for information on training offerings and the Upcoming Classes page for the current schedule.

Featured Topics

- Aptify 6.0 Release Notes
- Installing Aptify Web for Aptify 6.0
- Installing the Aptify 6.0

Main Topics

Release Information: Contains the release notes for Version 6.0 and its service packs.
Installing Aptify: Contains the topics you will need to install this release and subsequent service packs. It also contains system requirement and supported platform information.
Using Aptify: Contains topics that describe how to use Aptify. It includes topics such as Using the Viewing System and Using the Aptify Web Interface.

Applications

Using Business Applications: Contains documents and topics that describe how to use the Business Applications that are included with Aptify. It includes topics such as Using Customer and Member Management, Managing Subscriptions and Membership Dues and Using Order Entry
Using Add-On Applications: Contains documents and topics that describe how to install and use various Add-On Applications. It includes topics such as Using Education Management, Using Advertising Management, and Using Fundraising Management.
Using Aptify Mobile Point of Sale: Contains the topics that describe how to implement, configure, and develop for the Aptify Mobile Point of Sale application.

Administering and Developing

Administering Aptify: Contains topics that describe how to administer Aptify. It includes topics such as Administering Entities, Administering the Aptify Web Interface, and Managing Process Pipelines.
Developing for Aptify: Contains documents and topics that describe how to develop for Aptify. It includes topics such as Developing for Aptify Web, Developing for Entities, Integrating with Aptify: Contains the topics that are related to the integration of third-party software with Aptify.

Documentation for Previous Releases

Aptify 5.5: Contains the complete documentation set for Aptify Version 5.5.

If you would like access to documentation for earlier versions of Aptify or other feedback, send requests to support@aptify.com.

Aptify 5.0: Contact us if you need documentation for Aptify Version 5.0.

If you would like access to documentation for earlier versions of Aptify or other feedback, send requests to support@aptify.com.

Aptify 4.5: Contains us if you need documentation for Aptify Version 4.5.

If you would like access to documentation for earlier versions of Aptify or other feedback, send requests to support@aptify.com.

Popular Labels